PREAMBLE
We, a group of indigenous people primarily descended from the Mesoamerican Natives who
helped settle the state of New Mexico, hereby ordain and institute this constitution to
promote our cultural, social, political, and economic progress.
ARTICLE I – NAME
The official name of this tribe shall be the Tlaxkaltekah Nation.
ARTICLE II – TERRITORY
As descendants of Mesoamerican settlers, the Tlaxkaltekah Nation holds no claim to
ancestral lands within the state of New Mexico. However, efforts can be undertaken to
establish a land base via the purchase of available land. Also, the Tlaxkaltekah Nation holds
an ancestral and historic connection to the Barrio of Analco in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
the Barrio of Atrisco in Albuquerque, New Mexico. We ask that this historical connection be
recognized by the State of New Mexico.
ARTICLE III – JURISDICTION
The Tlaxkaltekah Nation shall have jurisdiction over all its members to the extent such
jurisdiction does not violate federal or tribal law.
ARTICLE IV – MEMBERSHIP
Section 1. Base Members: The base membership of the Tlaxkaltekah Nation shall consist of
(1) all persons of Mesoamerican descent who can trace the arrival of their families to what is
now New Mexico prior to 1912. (2) All lineal descendants of those members who are
enrolled prior to the adoption of this Constitution, who demonstrate Mesoamerican heritage
and identity. (3) All individuals related to those members via adoption.
Section 2. Future Membership: (1) Any lineal descendant of a base enrollee as set forth in
section 1, who has a common bond or association with the Tlaxkaltekah Nation, may, upon
application, be enrolled as a member of the Tlaxkaltekah Nation. (2) Only those persons
who possess a demonstrable degree of Mesoamerican blood, reside in New Mexico or
southern Colorado, and share a common bond with the Tlaxkaltekah Nation will be eligible
for enrollment into the tribe.
Section 3. Adoption: Only those persons who possess a demonstrable degree of
Mesoamerican blood, reside in New Mexico, and share a common bond with the
Tlaxkaltekah Nation will be eligible for enrollment into the tribe via adoption.

Section 4. Honorary Membership: The Tlahtokan shall have the power to confer honorary
membership on anyone. Honorary members shall have no rights or privileges.
Section 5. Dual Membership: Any person who is also a registered member of another tribe
may be enrolled as a member of the Tlaxkaltekah Nation.
Section 6. Loss of Membership: Membership may be taken away for good reason by the
tribe, or any member may voluntarily give up membership by requesting relinquishment of
membership.
Section 7. Membership Rules: The Tlahtokan shall prescribe rules to govern future
membership, which shall be agreed upon by majority vote of tribal membership.
Section 8. In addition to the Membership rules stipulated in sections 1-7, one (1) or more of
the following forms of documentation must be provided in order to be considered for
enrollment:
1.
2.
3.
4.

DNA test results exhibiting Mesoamerican blood.
Genealogical records fulfilling membership requirements.
Family histories fulfilling membership requirements.
Other historical documents fulfilling membership requirements.
ARTICLE V – GOVERNING BODY

The governing body of the Tlaxkaltekah Nation shall be the Tlaxkaltekah Nation Tlahtokan
(hereinafter referred to as the Tlahotkan).
ARTICLE VI - POWERS OF THE TLAHTOKAN
Section 1. Powers of the Tlahtokan. In addition to all powers vested in the Tlaxkaltekah
Nation through its inherent sovereignty or by existing law, the Tlahtokan shall exercise the
following powers, subject to any limitations imposed by this constitution:
(a) To represent the tribe and act in all matters concerning the welfare of the Tribe, and to
make decisions not inconsistent with or contrary to this constitution.
(b) To negotiate, make and perform contracts and agreements of every description, not
inconsistent with Federal law or this constitution, with any person, association, or
corporation, with any municipality or any county, or with the State of New Mexico or the
United States, including agreements with the State of New Mexico for rendition of public
services.
(c) To protect and preserve the wildlife, plant life, forests, natural resources and water rights
of the Tribe.

(d) To cultivate arts, crafts and cultures.
(e) To regulate the uses and disposition of any tribal property.
(f) To manage all economic affairs and enterprises of the Tribe.
(g) To accept grants and donations from any person, State or the United States.
(h) To appropriate tribal funds for tribal purposes and to expend such funds in accordance
with an annual budget.
(i) To borrow money from any source and pledge or assign chattels or future tribal income
as security therefor.
(j) To enact ordinances in accordance with applicable law covering the granting of both
surface and subsurface leases for such periods as are permitted by law.
(k) To enact ordinances governing the activities of voluntary associations organized for
purposes of cooperation or other purposes.
(l) To regulate its own procedures, to appoint subordinate committees, commissions, boards,
advisory or otherwise, tribal officials and employees not otherwise provided for in this
constitution, and to regulate subordinate tribes for economic and other purposes.
(m) The Tlahtokan of the Tlaxkaltekah Nation may exercise such further powers as may be
delegated to the Tlahtokan by members of the Tribe or which is vested in the Tribe through
its inherent sovereignty or by Federal law.
(n) The foregoing enumeration of powers is in addition to, and not a limit to, the inherent
sovereign powers of the Tlaxkaltekah Nation.
ARTICLE VII - RIGHTS OF MEMBERS
All members of the Tlaxkaltekah Nation shall be accorded equal political rights and equal
opportunities to participate in the economic resources and activities of the Tribe, and no
person shall be denied freedom of conscience, speech, association or assembly, or the right
to petition for the redress of grievances.
ARTICLE VIIII - ELECTIONS
Section 1. Regular Elections. Regular elections for Tlahtokan Members shall be held every
four years on the first Wednesday in April. Regular elections for Chairman and ViceChairman shall be held every four years on the same day noted above for Tlahtokan
Members.

Section 2. Notice. All elections shall be announced by special notice posted at least fifteen
days before the election at the voting places and other convenient public places.
Section 3. Eligibility. Any -enrolled member of the Tribe eighteen years of age or older shall
have the right to vote.
Section 5. Nomination of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman. Any resident member of the
Tribe whose name is presented at least fifteen days before the election to the Secretary or to
the Chairman, or in his absence, to the Vice-Chairman of the Tlahtokan, by petition signed
by at least five percent of the resident voters of the age of not less than eighteen years shall
be declared by the Tlahtokan to be regularly nominated and to be a candidate for the office
of Chairman or Vice-Chairman as indicated in such petition. It shall be the duty of the Tribal
Tlahtokan secretary to post the names of all qualified candidates at least ten days prior to the
election.
Section 6. Nomination of Tlahtokan Members. Any member of the Tribe who is a resident
of the district from which he desires to be nominated, whose name is presented at least
fifteen days before the election, to the Tribal Tlahtokan secretary or to the Chairman, or in
his absence, to the Vice-chairman of the Tlahtokan, by petition signed by at least five
percent of the resident voters of the district, of the age of not less than eighteen years, shall
be declared by the Tlahtokan to be regularly nominated as a Tlahtokan member and to be a
candidate for the office of a Tlahtokan member as indicated in such petition. It shall be the
duty of the Tribal Tlahtokan secretary to post the names of all qualified candidates in a
public place at least ten days prior to the election.
Section 7. Signing of Nomination Paper. Each signer of a nomination paper shall sign but
one paper for the same office unless more than one candidate is to be elected to such office,
and in that case, not more than the number of nomination papers equal to the number of
candidates to be elected to the office. Signatures of persons in violation of this section shall
be disregarded in determining the regularity of a nomination.
Section 8. Election Requirements. All elections shall be by secret written ballot. The
Tlahtokan shall have power to prescribe ordinances governing the conduct of referendums
and elections. Such ordinances shall prescribe the duties of the election board, procedures
for casting and canvassing resident and non-resident ballots, method for challenging right to
vote, conduct and results of elections, and settlement of any election disputes.
ARTICLE IX - REMOVAL FROM OFFICE
Section 1. Forfeiture or Resignation of office. If any member of the Tlahtokan resigns, fails
or refuses to attend two regular meetings in succession unless excused due to illness or other
causes for which he or she cannot be held responsible, or shall be convicted of a felony or of
a misdemeanor involving moral integrity, or is guilty of consuming any alcoholic beverages
while attending a meeting of the Tlahtokan in session, or during any daytime recess period,
the Tlahtokan shall declare his or her position vacant.

Section 2. Vacancies. Any vacancies on the Tlahtokan or any vacancy in the office of ViceChairman resulting from the application of the section immediately preceding shall be filled
at once by a majority vote of the Tlahtokan. A vacancy in the office of Chairman shall be
filled by the Vice-Chairman. Persons so appointed shall serve the unexpired term of the
office or member.
ARTICLE X REFERENDUM
Upon a petition of at least twenty percent of the eligible voters of the Tribe, or upon the
request of the majority of the members of the Tribal Tlahtokan, any enacted or proposed
ordinance or resolution of the Tribal Tlahtokan shall be submitted to popular referendum at
a special election called by the Tlahtokan and the vote of the majority of the qualified voters
in such referendum shall decide whether the ordinance or resolution shall thereafter be in
effect, Provided, That thirty percent or more of the eligible voters shall vote in such
referendum.
ARTICLE XI - AMENDMENTS
Section 1. Requirements. This constitution may be amended by a majority vote of the
qualified voters of the Tribe voting at an election called for that purpose by the Tlahtokan,
Provided, That at least thirty percent of those entitled to vote shall vote in such election, but
no amendment shall become effective until it shall have been approved by the Tlahtokan or
by operation of law.
Section 2. Requests for Secretarial Election. It shall be the duty of the Tlahtokan to call an
election on any proposed amendment at the request of the Tlahtokan, or upon receipt of a
petition signed by at least thirty percent of the qualified voters of the Tribe.
ARTICLE XII - DUTIES OF OFFICES
Section 1. Chairman of the Tlahtokan. The Chairman of the Tlahtokan (Tlatolero /
Tlatolera) shall preside over all meetings of the Tlahtokan, shall perform all duties of a
Chairman and exercise any authority given him specifically by the Tlahtokan or by a general
meeting of the Tribe. The Chairman shall have power to vote.
Section 2. Vice-Chairman. In the absence of the regular Chairman, the Vice-Chairman
(Kalpiske) shall preside and shall have all powers, privileges, and duties of the Chairman. He
shall succeed to the office of Chairman in the event of the Chairman's death, resignation or
forfeiture of office. He shall have power to vote at any meeting.
Section 3. Secretary. The secretary (Tlakwilo) shall conduct all Tribal Tlahtokan
correspondence and keep and maintain copies of minutes of all Tlahtokan meetings.

Section 4. Treasurer. (a) The treasurer (Chimalero / Chimalera) shall accept, receipt for, keep
and safeguard all funds in the custody of the Tlahtokan. The treasurer shall deposit all such
funds as directed by the Tlaxkaltekah Nation Tlahtokan and shall keep an accurate record of
such funds and shall report on all receipts and expenditures and the amount and nature of all
funds in his or her custody to the Tlahtokan at regular meetings and at such other times as
requested by the Tlahtokan. The treasurer shall not pay or otherwise disburse any funds in
the custody of the Tlahtokan except when properly authorized to do so by the Tlahtokan.
(b) The books and records of the treasurer shall be audited at least once a year by a
competent auditor employed by the Tlahtokan and at such other times as the Tlahtokan may
direct.
(d) All checks shall be signed by the treasurer and shall be countersigned by the Chairman
of the Tlahtokan, or in his absence, by some other officer designated by the Tlahtokan.
ARTICLE XIII - QUALIFICATIONS OF TLAHTOKAN MEMBERS
Section 1. Qualifications. Any member of the Tribe who has reached the age of twenty-five
years shall be qualified to be a candidate for election to the Tlahtokan. No person who
within the past year preceding the election has been convicted of a crime involving moral
integrity shall be eligible to hold office in the Tlahtokan. The following crimes, and no
others, shall be considered crimes involving moral integrity: adultery, bribery, embezzlement,
extortion, fraud, forgery, perjury, theft or public intoxication.
Section 2. No Federal Employees No person shall become a member of the Tlahtokan, or
serve on any Board of Directors of any tribal enterprise or cattle association, or on any other
committee, commission or board which is under the jurisdiction of the Tlahtokan, if
employed any Federal agency.
Section 3. No Tribal Employees No person shall become a member of the Tlahtokan if
employed by the Tlaxkaltekah Nation.
ARTICLE XIV - MEETINGS OF THE TLAHTOKAN
Section 1. First Meeting. At the first meeting of the Tlahtokan after a regular election, the
Tlahtokan shall see that all members have a correct and clear understanding of the
constitution and the management of the tribal and reservation affairs, as well as the rules for
the conduct of their own body.
Section 2. Regular Meetings. The Tlahtokan shall hold its regular meeting on the first
Wednesday in each month at nine o'clock a.m., unless for some reason the Chairman shall
issue notice that the meeting will be held on another date and time.

Section 3. Special Meetings. Special meetings of the Tlahtokan may be called by the
Chairman, or the Chairman shall call a special meeting upon written request of three or more
members of the Tlahtokan.
Section 4. Conduct of Business. In the conduct of business, recognized rules of order shall
be chosen and made applicable. Voting at the Tlahtokan meeting may be by voice, but at the
discretion of the Chairman or upon the request of any two members of the Tlahtokan a
secret vote shall be taken.
Section 5. Order of Business. The order of business at any regular or special meeting of the
Tribal Tlahtokan shall be as follows:
(a) Call to order by the Chairman.
(b) Roll Call.
(c) Reading of minutes of last meeting.
(d) Unfinished business.
(e) Reports.
(f) New Business.
(g) Adjournment.
Section 6. Quorum. Matters of business for the Tlahtokan shall be decided by a majority
vote. A quorum of the Tlahtokan shall be constituted if 3 or more members are present.
Section 7. Restriction of Voting in the Tlahtokan. In any matter coming before the
Tlahtokan, which involves any person or company, no member of the Tlahtokan that may
be permanently connected with the party so involved shall be permitted to vote without the
special consent of the remaining members of the Tlahtokan.
Section 8. Salaries and Expenses. The Tribal Tlahtokan shall prescribe such salaries and
expenses for officers or members of the Tlahtokan, as it deems advisable.
ARTICLE XV - MEETINGS OF THE TRIBE
The Tlahtokan shall from time to time call meetings of all voters of the Tribe to lay before
them such matters as may come before such a general meeting. A general meeting of the
Tribe shall be called upon request of a majority of the qualified voters of any district.
ARTICLE XVI - ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS
Section 1. Ordinances and Resolutions. Every ordinance shall begin with the words, "Be it
enacted by the Tlahtokan of the Tlaxkaltekah Nation." Every resolution shall begin with the
words, "Be it resolved by the Tlahtokan of the Tlaxkaltekah Nation." All resolutions and
ordinances should be signed by the Chairman or acting Chairman and attested-to by the
Tribal Tlahtokan secretary.

Section 2. Notice of Proposed Ordinances. All proposed ordinances of the Tlahtokan shall
be posted in each district at least ten days before final action by the Tlahtokan.
Section 3. Public Inspection of Ordinances. All ordinances shall be recorded in a binder and
shall be open to public inspection.
Section 4. Public Inspection of Resolutions. All resolutions shall be recorded in a binder that
shall be open to public inspection.
Section 5. Majority Vote. All questions of procedure shall be decided by motion of the
Tlahtokan or by a ruling of the Chairman if no objection is heard. In all ordinances,
resolutions, or motions, the Tlahtokan shall act by majority vote.
ARTICLE XVII - LANGUAGE
The official heritage language of the Tlaxkaltekah Nation shall be Nawatl / Nahuatl. Efforts
will be made to promote the use and preservation of this language via educational materials,
classes, and ongoing projects. An official language preservation committee may be formed
when necessary.
ARTICLE XVIII – CULTURAL PRINCIPLES
The foundational principles of the Tlaxkaltekah Nation are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tlahtokan: Collective Decision Making
Tekiyo: Communal Labor.
Mitote: Ritual and Ceremonial Practices.
Totlahtol: Language Preservation.

A MEMORIAL
PROCLAIMING 2003 AS THE "YEAR OF ATRISCO".

WHEREAS, Atrisco lies in the valle de Atrisco, which spans Angostura,
Algodones, Bernalillo and Isleta; and
WHEREAS, Atrisco was likely named by Nahuatl auxiliaries known as
Tlascalans, who accompanied the Juan de Onate expedition in 1598; and
WHEREAS, Axlico, a Nahuatl word that is similar to the name Atrisco, means
"near the waters"; and
WHEREAS, the Atrisco land grant is named for the valley in which it is located;
and
WHEREAS, Atrisco is one of the first of over three hundred Spanish land
grants in the Provincia de Nuevo Mexico made in 1692; and
WHEREAS, several people settled Atrisco in 1696, including the extended
family of Don Fernando Duran y Chaves; and
WHEREAS, Atrisco is the oldest Hispanic living community in Albuquerque; and
WHEREAS, Atrisco became one of the first incorporated towns in New Mexico in
1892; and
WHEREAS, the year of 2003 marks the tricentennial anniversary of the Atrisco
community; and
WHEREAS, the "Year of Atrisco" will be observed in Bernalillo county in August
2003 during the Atrisco annual fiesta;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO that 2003 be proclaimed as
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the "Year of Atrisco" in the New Mexico house of representatives in honor of the valle
de Atrisco and its counties, municipalities, villages and pueblos; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this memorial be transmitted to the
governor.
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Transnational Tales
A MILLENNIUM OF INDIGENOUS
CULTURAL INTERACTION BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES AND MÉXICO
John M. D. Pohl

Standing outside the Church of San Miguel Analco, in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, for the first time, I was fascinated by the National Park Service
sign that identified it as having been constructed by the Tlaxcalteca
Indians of México in 1610.1 “I think my family is descended from these
Nahua settlers rather than what is identified as the Spanish culture here
in New Mexico,” remarked Kurly Tlapoyawa, an Albuquerque filmmaker,
public historian, and indigenous rights activist with whom I had been
corresponding. Kurly had expressed interest in my ideas concerning the
Tlaxcalteca among other indigenous peoples of southern México who
have been the subject of my research over the past thirty years, and we
agreed to meet at San Miguel when I was invited to Santa Fe to give a
lecture for the Archaeological Institute of America.
Between a.d. 1200 and 1600, the Tlaxcalteca together with a score of
kingdoms across the plain of Puebla formed a confederacy, the Children of
Quetzalcóatl (Children of the Plumed Serpent), which dominated much
of southern México before the Aztec empire. Recent research that my
colleagues and I conducted indicates that the Eastern Nahuas, Mixtecs,
and Zapotecs, along with more than fifteen other language groups across
southern México whom they dominated, had composed a significant part
of a late postclassic economic system that extended from Central America up the Pacific coast to Oaxaca, Jalisco, and Nayarit, then northeast
to Zacatecas, Chihuahua, New Mexico, and Arizona. These populations
253
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The Church of San Miguel Analco, Santa Fe, New Mexico, was reputedly
constructed adjacent to a more ancient Ancestral Pueblo kiva, a practice that
was very common with the construction of churches adjacent to pre-Columbian
temples in Tlaxcala, Puebla, and Oaxaca, sponsored by the Franciscan and
Dominican orders working together with indigenous noble leaders. San Miguel
became a patron saint of Tlaxcala when he made his miraculous appearance to a
Nahua named Diego Lázaro de San Francisco and opened a spring of water that
had the ability to cure the sick. (Author’s photo)

maintained barrios within one another’s kingdoms, intermarried to
form monopolies over resources, and enriched themselves through trade
in exotic commodities, such as textiles, dyes, turquoise, copper, gold,
shell, and the feathers of exotic tropical birds (Pohl, Fields, and Lyall
2012). Nevertheless, historians and archaeologists have overlooked their
achievements in favor of the focus on the Aztec empire as the dominant
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political and economic power of the late postclassic period. There are
several reasons for this, not the least of which is the politics of history in
constructing national identities.
The indigenous peoples of the United States and México are regarded
in very different ways. Separation by the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo led to some profound distinctions being made between “our
Indians” versus “their Indians.” By the end of the nineteenth century, the
U.S. Southwest had become endowed with a kind of natural antiquity—
mysterious cliff dwellings and other ancient human remains set within
titanic rock formations conveyed a larger-than-life sense of antiquity and
national entitlement at the same time Europeans were moving classical
statuary to London, Egyptian obelisks to Paris, and Babylonian temple
gates to Berlin. The effect, however, was to view the American Indian
people themselves, both the hunting tribes and the pueblo-dwelling peoples, together with the colonizing Spanish and indigenous peoples from
México , as a vestigial population largely detached from their natural
surroundings.
México, on the other hand, invested heavily in the legacy of the Aztec
empire and promoted it as the official heritage of all Mexican people.
Emphasis was placed on the celebration of ancient achievements to promote a developing twentieth-century nation-state (Pohl 2002). To characterize ancient Mexican civilization, as part of greater Mesoamerica,
archaeologists defined a specific set of traits, including the domestication
of maize, the use of writing systems, an accurate 365-day calendar, and
sophisticated forms of art—particularly monumental sculpture; largescale architecture featuring stepped pyramids, palaces, and plazas; among
other significant features (Pohl 1999, 3–11). An evolutionary chronology
was developed, which defined a classic period extending between a.d.
200 and 900, a time of astounding feats, such as the construction of the
Pyramid of the Sun at Teotithuacan, the extraordinary Zapotec acropolis
of Monte Albán, and the majestic Mayan temples of Palenque and Uxmal.
The term “classic” was adapted from its use by Western European historians to define what they regarded as the height of civilizational ideals
in Greco-Roman culture. It seemed only appropriate, therefore, to cast
the preceding millennium as a Mexican preclassic period (1500 b.c.–a.d.
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200), during which the Olmec chiefdoms rose to prominence. The subsequent postclassic (a.d. 950–1521), on the other hand, was perceived as a
time of “collapse,” comparable to Europe’s late antiquity. This perception
of the postclassic period in México is of society becoming fragmented,
and cities overrun by hunting tribes from the desert wastelands of the
north. Mexican civilization was only redeemed with the rise of the Aztec
empire, its capital becoming Tenochtitlan, or what is today Mexico City, a
city that boasted a population of more than 250,000, making it one of the
largest cities in the world by 1500 (Willey and Phillips 1958).
The apparent dichotomy between the tribes in the north and the
Aztec empire in the south led to more than a century of debate about
what, if any, influences these cultures may or may not have had on one
another (Lekson 2008). Early southwestern archaeologists recognized
similarities in the geometric designs in pottery and the practice of maize
agriculture. Large-scale architecture suggested connections with the
Gran Chichimeca to the south, from which the Aztecs claimed to have
originated in myth (Di Peso 1974). Southwestern peoples such as Hopis,
Pimas, and Papagos spoke Uto-Aztecan languages and maintained oral
traditions that related their origins to México. These similarities and
connections appeared to suggest a direct link with Mesoamerica, and
yet no evidence indicated that the Aztec empire had ever “reached” that
far north of the Basin of Mexico (White 1960). Therefore, differences
in interpretations remain inherently biased by the development of two
different archaeologies, one oriented to the understanding of the rise of
states in Mesoamerica from 1500 b.c. to a.d. 1521, and the other oriented
to the emergence of tribes and complex chiefdoms in the Southwest from
a.d. 1000 to 1540 (Coe and Koontz 2013; Lekson 2008; Pohl 1999). In
fact, the Society for American Archaeology still distinguishes between
the two fields by sponsoring two different journals, American Antiquity
and Latin American Antiquity, which essentially brings us right back
around to “our Indians” versus “their Indians.” Recognizing the limitations in regional approaches to the rise of Ancestral Pueblo societies
versus the danger of overextending the evidence for highland Mexican
cultural influence, several scholars have proposed theories that consider
both factors. Most notable is the observation that the emergence of the
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first large-scale Ancestral Pueblo society, the Anasazi of Chaco Canyon
around a.d. 950, coincides with the rise of the Toltec capital of Tula. At
this time, turquoise was playing a significant role in the development
of a macroeconomy across the Southwest and into northern México.
Regarded as a gemstone, turquoise was used as a form of ritual currency
that bound diverse peoples into systems of symbolic reciprocity through
articulated wealth and staple finance economies (Hull et al. 2014; Pohl
2001; D’Altroy and Earle 1985). One highly valued source, located in
the Cerrillos Hills, east of Santa Fe, New Mexico, was controlled by
the ranking Chaco ceremonial center of Pueblo Bonito, where tens of
thousands of individual pieces of the blue stone have been recovered
archaeologically. Significantly, Cerrillos Hills is the source of the majority of turquoise recovered from the Toltec capital of Tula, in central México, suggesting that Pueblo Bonito and Tula were engaged in exclusive
long-distance trade (Harbottle and Weigand 1992; Taube 2012). But just
how intense were these exchanges, and what role did the peoples collectively known as Chichimecas, who lived in the intermediate areas of
northern and western México, play in this trade?
Anthropologists studying the complex relationships among tribes,
chiefdoms, and states have observed that they engage in mutually beneficial relationships that capitalize on their respective environmental and
cultural adaptations (Leach 1973; Friedman 1998; Fried 1975; Helms
1993). Mutualism was fundamental to the success of Ancestral Pueblo
peoples; for example, it enabled them to maintain a higher standard of
living by integrating subsistence strategies that would otherwise be
unattainable to any single group deploying any single strategy alone
(Spielmann 1991; Spielmann and Eder 1994; Wilcox 1991). The idea was
originally conceived in the simple advantages of exchanging the carbohydrates in maize, beans, and squash for the protein in wild game procured
by nearby tribal hunting populations. Hunters were adept at supplying
more than simply meat, however. Because they negotiated vast distances
over formidable terrain, they possessed a unique ability to exploit widely
dispersed resources of many different kinds (Earle 2005; Reyman 1995;
Scharlotta 2014). Once hunters identified some product that was attractive to farmers within their migration circuit—anything from turquoise
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to shell or peyote, for example—they could easily incorporate its exploitation into their foraging strategy and transport it back to farmers for even
greater gain. Once farmers, in turn, made a product useful to a state,
the effect could lead to social transformations as both societies began to
engage in exclusive trade relationships (Pohl 2001, 90). Monopolies over
resources were formulated through intermarriages, a fundamental form
of social and economic integration. The discovery of the chemical residue
of cacao in Anasazi drinking vessels, a ritual beverage associated with
royal marriage rituals in México, suggests that elite kinship bonds were
an essential part of the Anasazi-Toltec exchange system (Washburn et al.
2014; Pohl 2003d).
As the Anasazi engaged with the Toltecs, the leaders responsible for
directing the acquisition and processing of materials like turquoise clearly
began to affect certain forms of Toltec political behavior, leading to an
intensification of social stratification (Weigand 1992). Artifacts of precious
turquoise, shell, and copper associated with burials at Pueblo Bonito, for
example, are indicative of individuals who were clearly attributed paramount rank, and many religious stories related by contemporary Pueblo
peoples through their oral traditions suggest that they possessed formidable powers of control over their people, subverting traditional systems of
exchange that led to indebtedness and even enslavement (Lekson 2008,
200–201). Some scholars have proposed that Anasazi paramounts should
be compared to Mesoamerican “kings” (Lekson 2015). Kingship is a complex issue in Mesoamerican scholarship. The seventh- and eighth-century
kings of the classic Mayas, like the divine Pacal of Palenque or Hasaw
Chan Kawil of Tikal, were clearly masters of all they surveyed and ruled
through institutionalized systems of descent that dated back centuries.
The Toltecs emerging at the outset of the postclassic appear to have
maintained more diversified administrations, rooted in corporate forms
of behavior administered by multiple kin groups, who focused on specialized commercial endeavors (Kowalski and Kristan-Graham 2011). Tula’s
rise and fall recounted in early colonial histories suggest that its priests
and kings probably maintained a governmental system more along the
lines of Tula’s successor, the late postclassic Tolteca-Chichimeca ceremonial center of Cholula (Pohl 1999, 162–72).
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Tula was abandoned around a.d. 1150. Indigenous histories attribute
its collapse to violent internal factionalism among its administrators, the
priests Quetzalcóatl, Tezcatlipoca, and Huitzilopochtli in myth. Disruptions of this kind appear to be confirmed by the extraordinary amount of
intentional burning of architecture and defacement of monumental art
within the main ceremonial center (Pohl 1999, 159–60). Significantly, the
Anasazi center of Chaco Canyon was abandoned around the same time,
and Pueblo religious stories attribute its demise to comparable forms
of behavior (Lekson 2008, 200–201). Whether the two phenomena are
directly related is still unknown, but considering that their paramounts
were so closely connected through trade and specialized forms of social,
economic, and political organization during the previous century, it
seems likely.
From the eleventh through the twelfth century, the Toltec economy
had moved along Chichimec hunting trails, and it was inevitable that
some Chichimec tribes would be attracted to the prosperity of their Toltec
trading partners. By the end of the ninth century, many Chichimecs were
migrating into southern and central México, where the two groups intermarried after the fall of Tula. These new confederations of Tolteca-Chichimeca spoke Náhuatl and organized themselves into small independent
city-states. Their descendants became the Eastern Nahua peoples of the
plain of Puebla and the Tehuacán Valley and the Western Nahua peoples
of the Valley of Mexico, who eventually founded the Aztec empire and
adjacent regions of Morelos and Guerrero.
The Eastern Nahuas established a new ceremonial center at Cholula,
Puebla, where the cult of Quetzalcóatl was centered. Quetzalcóatl was
revered by more than a dozen different ethnic groups throughout southern México, who claimed that the penitent hero had traveled through
their kingdoms to establish his presence as a devotional figure (Pohl,
Fields, and Lyall 2012). Cholula, the new Tollan, was venerated as a major
market, pilgrimage center, and source of religious and political cohesion. The foundation of this theocratic power was a religious ceremony
dedicated to Quetzalcóatl whereby a prince was required to journey to
Cholula to meet with two of the god’s high priests. After several days of
prayer and penitence, the ears, nose, and lips of the initiate were pierced
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with sharpened eagle and jaguar bones, and a turquoise ornament was
inserted. In this way the prince was declared a tecuhtli, or lineage head,
and was thereby granted, by Quetzalcóatl’s divine authority, the rulership of a royal estate, or tecalli. The appeal of the cult of Quetzalcóatl
and the tecuhtli ceremony was that they transcended all local religious
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customs and bound ethnically diverse peoples together into homogenous
social and political units, thereby facilitating elite alliance and economic
exchange among city-states throughout the central and southern highlands (Pohl 1999, 169–70; 2003a, 62–63). By a.d. 1250, the Eastern Nahuas
were engaging the Mixtecs and Zapotecs in royal marriages documented
in colonial texts, maps, lienzos, and painted books called codices (Pohl
2003d). Some describe a legendary odyssey from Cholula by noblemen,
the Children of Quetzalcóatl, who later founded kingdoms throughout
southern México and beyond.2 Similar intrusions have been documented
for the Coatzacoalcos region of Veracruz and the Soconusco region of
coastal Chiapas. Nahua peoples of coastal Guatemala and El Salvador
claimed that their communities were founded by these same Tolteca-Chichimeca. Calling themselves Pipil, they spoke an Eastern Náhuatl dialect
and claimed Quetzalcóatl as their god (Pohl 2003c).
A unique pictographic communication system and art style was
adopted throughout central and southern México at this time, termed
Nahua-Mixteca after the two cultures most responsible for its development in southern México between Puebla and Oaxaca. Some scholars
also call it the Cholula, international, or postclassic religious style. It is
characterized by an almost geometric precision in line. The figures are
representational, even cartoon-like in their proportions, and painted in
vivid primary colors. Tenth-century dates for Cholula polychrome pottery
indicate that the style was largely conceived by Cholula artisans, although

(facing) The Children of Quetzalcoatl (Plumed Serpent) confederacy was dominated by the
Eastern Nahuas, Mixtecs and Zapotecs, together with more than fifteen other language groups
with which they were allied between a.d. 1250 and 1600. Marriage alliances consolidated power
and ensured monopolies over both the wealth and staple economies of southern México. The trade
map depicts the indigenous exchange corridors that linked México with what is now the United
States between during this period. Following the conquest of Tenochtitlan, indigenous rulers of
southern México supplied troops and directed the Spaniards to reorganize first on the Pacific coast
of Oaxaca for the conquest of Central America and the exploration of the Gulf of California, using
these traditional routes of economic and cultural exchange. This was followed by the subjugation of
the Purépecha and Aztatlán kingdoms of Michoacán, Jalisco, Nayarit, and Sinaloa, and ultimately
an expansion into the Gran Chichimeca with the discovery of vast silver deposits throughout the
north. (Author’s illustration)
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it certainly incorporated influences from other production centers as it
evolved, including lower Central America. Eventually it was employed
by some fifteen different language groups as a primary communication
system, even replacing earlier writing systems in southern and eastern
México that dated back to the first millennium b.c. (Pohl 2003b).

Polychrome ceramics: (a) Nahua, (b) Mixtec, (c) Zapotec, (d) Aztatlán-Cora,
(e) Mogollon-Paquime, and (f ) Huaxtec. The late postclassic world system
witnessed the introduction of a unique pictographic communication system
that was deployed by peoples throughout southern and northern México, with
painted books called codices and ceramic ornamentation to facilitate social,
political, and economic interchange. (Author’s illustration)
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THE LATE POSTCLASSIC WORLD SYSTEM
Research over the past twenty years has forced us to reevaluate traditional
evolutionary models for the late postclassic period (Smith and Berdan
2003). The shift toward political decentralization after the abandonment
of Tula is often equated with notions of “collapse” or “fall,” when in fact we
know that many social institutions actually became more complex. One
problem has been the tendency by cultural anthropologists to employ
political centralization as a measure of sophistication in state organization, and by archaeologists to concentrate their research on sites that
boast large public buildings. Rather than focusing on centralized systems,
we now find that the postclassic is better characterized by decentralized
political structures and the emergence of new economic systems that
served as primary integrative mechanisms for Mesoamerica (Pohl 2003a,
2003b, 2003c, 2003d). The explanation for this phenomena may very well
lie in the advantages in organizational principles on which chiefdoms
were predicated. If chiefdoms can adopt systems of social stratification
to make them more effective producers of raw materials, like turquoise,
that are consumed by states, then states might just as easily appropriate
aspects of the segmentary systems of chiefdoms to reorganize themselves
more effectively across wider geographical ranges than their classic predecessors had (Fargher, Espinoza, and Blanton 2011). One need look no
further than the Chicomoztoc creation accounts to see how careful the
Tolteca-Chichimeca were to invoke “tribal” organizational principles in
the formulation of their confederacies while seating a state ideology of
centrality in the pilgrimage and market center of Cholula (Pohl 2001,
2003a; Carrasco and Sessions 2007; Kirchhoff 1961; Knab 1983). The
accounts invoke Chichimec deer hunting trails collectively as the “Road
to Tula” in poetic metaphor, but in reality, these trails were major routes
of commercial transport for the turquoise and shell trade. The mutualism essential to desert subsistence strategies also produced commodity
specialists, like the Huichol of Nayarit, whose acquisition of peyote, an
intoxicant with commercial value, continues to be likened to a sacred deer
hunt even today (Pohl 1999, 89; Weigand 1975; Wilcox 1986).
Comparable systems of organization are found in Central America,
where chiefdoms were organized into small villages but maintained a
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remarkable degree of social integration through shared ritual beliefs,
manifested in the production of highly sophisticated forms of cast gold
jewelry along with a complex iconographic system manifested in polychrome ceramics (Helms 1988; Quilter and Hoopes 2003). Large-scale
cacao production necessitated widely distributed settlement systems
in the coastal areas of Chiapas, Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, and
possibly much of lower Central America as well (Voorhies and Gasco
2005). The ability to double up commodities by harvesting the deer,
jaguar, and exotic bird species that favored cacao ecosystems created an
extraordinarily prosperous livelihood, which promoted decentralization
as an optimal economic strategy as well as trade networks along systems
of trails in ways directly comparable to those of northern México and the
American Southwest (Sheets 2009).
The resulting late postclassic world system witnessed the introduction
of a social package of new forms of wealth, including finely crafted works
of art; manufactured gold, copper, silver and turquoise, as well as jade and
shell jewelry in unprecedented quantities; the feathers of tropical birds;
lavish polychrome pottery; and specialized foods like cacao, used to make
chocolate; maguey, used to ferment pulque; and even hallucinogenic
mushrooms to make drinks even more intoxicating.
Historical codices, accounts of social affairs as southern Mexican
nobles themselves perceived them, rarely depict a marketplace sign, and
never portray the kind of behavior that we would recognize as transactional within them. Rather, the behavior we associate with trade or
exchange appears with unparalleled frequency between men and women
seated before royal palaces and engaged in gift giving and feasting. The
evidence indicates that the royal feast was as the primary setting for the
elite transactions that characterized late postclassic southern Mexican
exchange systems (Pohl 2003c).
With decentralization came free enterprise, as Tolteca-Chichimeca
palaces were transformed into highly competitive craft houses, each
seeking to buy their way into more lucrative alliances through systems of
bridewealth, dowry, and other forms of gift exchange. Women not only
supplied the lifeblood of the alliance system through exogamous marriage
but also became the principal producers of artworks (Pohl 2003c, 177).
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Competition became so pronounced that royal traders and craftspeople
were driven to seek out the rarest and most exotic materials to maximize
the value of their gifts. Noble families were quick to see that the greater
a royal house’s ability to acquire these exotic materials and to craft them
into exquisite jewels, textiles, and featherwork, the better marriages it
could negotiate. The better marriages it could negotiate, the higher rank
a royal house could achieve within a confederacy and, in turn, the better
access it would have to more exotic materials, merchants, and craftspeople. In short, royal marriages promoted monopolies over both access to
rare commodities and the skill sets of highly trained artisans to transform
them into the currency of social relations. By a.d. 1300, many of these
social innovations were emulated by the suppliers as well.
Just as the Eastern Nahuas of the plain of Puebla invested in Cholula
as the new Tula to coordinate the social, political, and economic agendas of their constituent city-states, a comparable center was established
in the north at Paquime, Chihuahua, which in turn succeeded Pueblo
Bonito (Pohl 1999, 201–10; Lekson 2015). The archaeological culture of
the region is called Mogollon, and it is characterized by the production
of intricate figurative and geometric design work in ceramic. Originally
developed among groups of small villages settled in southern New Mexico
and Arizona between a.d. 1000 and 1150, ceramic bowls depict images
of birds (including macaws), mountain sheep, and deer, among other
animals as well as people participating in ritual dances and even playing
musical instruments.
Significantly, ocean fish were also a popular theme, and notably, many
representations can be identified as species associated with the Guaymas
area of the Sea of Cortez, more than five hundred miles south of the
Mimbres region (Jett and Moyle 1986). This suggests that the Mimbres
were originally functioning as intermediaries between the Anasazi and
peoples of western México to the south along the Pacific coast. Confirmation is found in recent DNA studies that connect Mimbres populations to contemporary Tarahumara, Huichol, and Nahua populations of
Chihuahua, Zacatecas, Nayarit, and Jalisco. The fact that certain vessel
forms associated with marriage feasts were used by both ancient Mimbres
and contemporary Tarahumara are indicative of precisely the kinds of
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long-distance relationships we might envision for the broader systems of
exchange at this time (Snow, Shafer, and Glenn Smith 2011; Shafer 2012).
By a.d. 1300, Paquime had become a significant Mesoamerican trading center, uniting many of the attributes of the Mogollon tradition with
those of highland México. Particularly notable was the construction of
a late postclassic Mesoamerican ballcourt, with nearby artifacts of cast
and hammered west Mexican copper and the remains of scarlet macaws,
whose natural habitat otherwise extended no farther than Oaxaca and
Veracruz. Although today, much of the site is heavily eroded from severe
exposure, a sixteenth-century visitor reported seeing the ruins of houses
up to seven stories high, with white plastered walls painted with colorful
designs, colonnades of heavy timber pillars, and plazas surfaced with jasper-like stonework, indicating that the community was occupied up to
the late fifteenth century (Pohl 1999, 201–209).
Archaeologists have concluded that Paquime emerged as a late Mogollon response to dramatic population movements following the abandonment of Anasazi and Mimbres communities to the north, followed by a
significant restructuring of social, political, and economic organization in
Chihuahua, to the south. One of the principal characteristics of the new
order was the construction of platform mounds surmounted by residential structures, mirroring the scores of palaces identified archaeologically
throughout southern México at this same time, with their networks of
small courts and rooms; notably, such architectural innovations were
accompanied by the production of polychrome ceramics and typical
Mesoamerican jewelry forms, such as ear spools, nose ornaments, and
pectorals, suggesting a direct engagement with Mesoamerican peoples,
including reciprocal exchanges in kinship titles among nobles (Lekson
2008; Pohl 2001, 2003c). Designs on Casas Grandes polychrome suggest
that certain forms of Mesoamerican ritualism were being adopted as well
(Pohl 2001, 93–95). Some vases depict entire narrative scenes in which
a cultural hero wearing the headdress of a scarlet macaw interacts with
plumed serpents and black painted priests. To the Eastern Nahuas, Mixtecs, and Zapotecs, the scarlet macaw was the personification of a solar
maize god named Seven Flower–Xochipilli (Pohl 1994b). Seven Flower
was the patron of royal palaces and craftspeople. Festivals held in his honor
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were celebrated by lords and ladies with bacchanal-like banquets, during
which participants lavished gifts of woven garments, feathers, and jewels
on one another. Seven Flower was the patron of royal marriages and sexual procreation, and as father of the gods, he presided over the thirteenth,
or highest, heaven where only the royal born were admitted after death. It
is not surprising therefore that he was also the patron of rituals involving
hallucinogenic plants, during which participants believed that they could
actually visit the royal paradise to discuss matters of utmost importance,
such as marriages, inheritance, and land distribution, with their deceased
ancestors. The cult of Seven Flower–Xochipilli essentially embodied the
ideology of elite gift giving and reciprocity that was the focus of postclassic southern Mexican alliance networks (Pohl 1994b). The political
ideology of a new Mesoamerican elite embodied in the symbolism associated with ritual commodities, like the scarlet macaw, would have had
tremendous appeal for the emerging Pueblo peoples of northern México
and the American Southwest, where the bird’s plumage was exchanged
for precious turquoise. Testament to the successful introduction of this
new form of ritualism in association with feasting is found in continuing
narrative traditions associated with the Pueblo cultural heroes Sun Youth
and Maize Boy (Mathiowetz 2011).
Archaeologists often focus on the exchange of material goods without
considering the wider context of cultural interaction. This is especially
true of the symbolism and ideology manifested in art and ritual. People
seldom trade for goods within a wealth finance system on the basis of rarity or aesthetic appeal alone. They are just as concerned with developing
an appreciation of the ritual context for display, and therefore they apply
formal mechanisms for absorbing new symbols and ideas into their culture to facilitate consumption. This is achieved by most North American
Indian peoples either through visions conveyed to charismatic leaders
by supernatural forces in dreams, or through barter with foreigners who
possess a ritual that is deemed valuable enough to imitate. Acquisition
strategies are then incorporated into legends, the ritual context for trade,
and values as expressed in commercial equivalency; even social ideology
could be conveyed through traditional songs, rituals, and stories (Pohl
2001).
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The principal source for the late postclassic influences in Paquime
ritualism was the Aztatlán region of Sinaloa, Jalisco, and Nayarit, where
their descendants, the Cora, Huichol, and Tepehuan peoples, live today.
By a.d. 1250, Aztatlán nobles had established an extensive network of
city-states located upland from the Pacific coast, where each controlled
a separate river valley that provided access to the Gran Chichimeca and
the Huaxteca. Using Chacala and Puerto Vallarta as ports, they maintained a trading system extending from Zacatecas in the north to Oaxaca in the south (Pohl 2001, 2012a, 2012b). The Aztatlán production of
Mixtec codex-style polychrome ceramics proves that the rulers of these
kingdoms intermarried with Mixtec noble families, no doubt through the
kingdom of Tututepec, the principal destination for the turquoise that
was shipped from the mines in the American Southwest and northern
México, through west México, for distribution throughout Oaxaca and
Puebla (Pohl 2001, 2003c).
What is so curious about the postclassic economy is that it was adopted
in North America so many centuries after it had first been introduced in
South America. The Moche of Peru, for example, created artistic wonders
in turquoise mosaic together with ornaments in gold, silver, and copper.
Many were executed in a unique international style, derived from the narrative imagery appearing on magnificently painted ceramics as early as
the first century a.d. There are several reasons archaeologists have been
so reticent to consider long-distance trade and cultural exchange between
North America, Central America, and South America, not the least of
which was the backlash to theories of global diffusionism propagated by
astounding feats of seamanship like the Kon Tiki expedition (Heyerdahl
1950). It would be half a century before scholars returned to the issue and
determined that the balsa sailing raft had been ingeniously adapted to the
effective exploitation of spondylus shell between Ecuador, Michoacán,
and Nayarit (Pillsbury 1996).
Despite a basic understanding of who might be moving goods, we
know little about what kinds of other sea craft propelled the new economy, or how they were used together in conjunction with ports of trade.
Seagoing Mayan canoes were first observed by Columbus transporting
large quantities of trade goods off the Atlantic coast of Central America,
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a tradition that continues with Chibchan peoples like the Kuna of Panama today. Fray Marcos de Niza reported on Pacific commercial traffic
between Sinaloa and Baja California. These may have been canoes or sailing rafts, but we know that consumption in abalone shell was significant
in late postclassic México as well as in the southwestern United States.
Much of it appears to be varieties native to southern California, which the
Chumash were famous for exploiting, using an extraordinary seaworthy
vessel known as the tomol. Ritual and religious veneration for the sea
among Pacific coastal populations needs more research. Scholars have
been fascinated by the Huichol’s ritual pilgrimages into remote northern
México to acquire peyote, but in fact the Huichol associate just as many of
their creation stories with the Pacific Ocean, which they pray to as “Our
Mother the Sea.”
Contrary to the assumption that Mesoamerican peoples were simply
“slow” to introduce certain technological innovations from Central and
South America, it appears that the new elite economy was intentionally adopted, along with a package of related social traits, only after
the intensification of Pacific coastal trade during the late postclassic
(Anawalt 1998). The fact that Mogollon, Aztatlán, Mixtec, and Zapotec peoples were trading through Guaymas, Chacala, Puerto Vallarta,
Tututepec, and Tehuantepec points to the critical role of sea travel in the
symbiotic relationships established between suppliers and consumers
in the postclassic world economic system. Linguistic studies, in turn,
reveal some surprising connections between the coastal peoples of Oaxaca and remote regions of the American Southwest as well as Central
America(Sapir 1949). The Chontal of Huatulco, the port for the Mixtec
city-state of Tututepec, for example, speak a Hokan language connected
with southern California and Arizona as well as Honduras (Kaufman
2007). Ethnohistorical sources suggest that they were engaged in commercial importation of cacao from coastal Chiapas by seagoing canoes.
Some also speak of travelers from “Peru,” a name originally associated
with lower Central America. Huave, spoken by people occupying the
area of the ancient Zapotec port of Tehuantepec, is remarkable for its
extraordinarily complex vocabulary for shell, suggesting that these
people had been shell acquisition specialists. Indeed, ethnohistorical
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sources describe them as having been accomplished seafarers, traveling as far south as Nicaragua. Evidence of this kind suggests that the
acquisition and transport of elite matériel was managed by a mosaic
of competitive trading specialists, of multiple ethnicities, who maintained extraordinary long-distance relationships with related “home”
cultures elsewhere along the Pacific coast. Eventually, they were either
patronized through mutualistic arrangements or subjugated by citystates within Nahua-Mixtec-Zapotec–dominated confederacies, who in
turn pumped the wealth into the highland Mexican economy, up from
the Oaxaca coast, in quantities comparable to, if not surpassing, those
transported on overland routes from Veracruz and Chiapas. By 1480,
rival systems had emerged. The Purépecha (Tarascans), for example,
founded a state composing much of what is today Michoacán and were
known to have engaged balsa-sailing-raft traders of Ecuador at the
mouth of the Zacatula River (Pohl 2001, 194). Having founded a capital
at Tzintzúntzan on Lake Pátzcuaro, the Purépecha were attempting to
conquer the Aztatlán kingdoms of Jalisco and Nayarit, when they were
attacked by an Aztec imperial army, under the command of Emperor
Axayácatl. When the Purépecha inflicted a devastating defeat on
Axayácatl, the Aztecs were forced to rethink their Pacific coast strategy, and they turned south to subjugate the Tlapanec spondylus shell
traders, who controlled the port of Acapulco, Guerrero. The Tlapanec
language is related to Subtiaba of Nicaragua, indicating that the traders
of Acapulco were functioning in much the same way as the Chontal and
Huaves of Tututepec and Tehuantepec to the east.

INDIGENOUS CONQUISTADORES
For two centuries the Children of Quetzalcóatl confederacy remained the
dominant cultural, political, and economic force throughout southern
México, until a rival emerged in the Basin of Mexico: the Aztec Empire
of the Triple Alliance among the Western Nahuas. In 1458, the Aztecs
conquered the Mixtec kingdom of Coixtlahuaca with an imperial army
of no fewer than three hundred thousand men. Having thereby severed
the primary trade and alliance corridor at its most critical link, the Aztecs
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then turned on other confederacy members, destabilizing the internal
relationships that bound royal houses into systems of mutual obligation,
and eventually dominated nearly all of central and southern México. By
1519, only the Eastern Nahuas of Tlaxcala remained independent, while
ranking noble families of the Mixtecs and Zapotecs had withdrawn to
their coastal centers of power at Tututepec and Tehuantepec respectively.
It was then that Hernán Cortés landed in Veracruz and, over the following
two years, waged war with the Aztec Empire at the head of an allied army
of Spaniards and indigenous troops, composed of Eastern Nahuas and
Mixtecs, as well as with disaffected city-states within the Basin of Mexico
itself.
In August 1521, Cortés, with an army of more than one hundred thousand men, besieged Tenochtitlan and captured the last Aztec emperor,
Cuauhtémoc, but only after what is regarded as the longest continuous
battle in military history (Pohl 2002). Within a year, the Children of
Quetzalcóatl confederacy had enthusiastically allied itself with the
Spaniards and contributed thousands of troops for the conquests of the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec, Chiapas, Guatemala, and west México, extending as far as California, Arizona, and New Mexico (Matthew and Oudijk
2007). Coastal Oaxaca became the initial staging area because of its strategic importance to the economy of southern México throughout the late
postclassic.
Confederate members were seeking to not only regain what they had
lost to the Aztecs but actually expand their control into primary sources of
production with Spanish assistance. Under the control of caciques, colonial indigenous rulers, southern México became a land of opportunity.
Traditional forms of production, marketing, trade, and tribute collection
thrived. Maize, bean, and squash cultivation was supplemented with
European domesticated plants and animals, and the region became integrated into the Hapsburg “world” economy. Textile production thrived
as a regional specialization, especially with the addition of wool and silk
to the native cotton already in use. Dyed with the local scarlet cochineal,
garments were unsurpassed in quality and workmanship. Eventually,
the dye would rival even gold on the European commodities market.
Caciques capitalized on the colonial economy by engaging in lucrative
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(a) Portrait of Don Juan Cortés from the Lienzo de Guevea. Cortés was the Zapotec cacique of
Tehuantepec and a descendant of the twelfth-century Oaxacan dynastic founder and warlord Eight
Deer. Don Juan changed his name from Cocijoeza to Cortés following baptism, appropriating a
fictive kinship title to confirm his alliance with the conquistador. The cacique supplied the labor,
resources, and navigational intelligence necessary for the construction of the first fleet of ships to
explore the Gulf of California, in 1527, using an indigenous coastal trade route that linked Guaymas
with coastal Oaxaca. (b) An illustration from the Relación de Tlaxcala depicts an Eastern Nahua
cacique ministering to the Zunis with a rosary and a bible during the Coronado expedition in 1542.
Images of this kind were created by Tlaxcalteca artists as official forms of indigenous documentation
to the Spanish crown in the tradition of pre-Hispanic codices. (Author’s illustration)

long-distance trading ventures, gaining monopolies over the transportation of international goods from Manila to Spain, via the overland routes
through México that they had dominated during the late postclassic
(Terraciano 2001). Many ports that had served traders for centuries, like
Huatulco, Acapulco, Puerto Vallarta, and Chacala, became home ports
for the vigorous Manila Galleon trade.
By the middle of the sixteenth century, Tlaxcalteca caciques and other
Eastern Nahua, Mixtec and Zapotec cacicazgos across the plain of Puebla
and Oaxaca were sponsoring pioneer expeditions of settlers into northern
México and the American Southwest (McEnroe 2009; Simmons 1964;
Swadesh 1974). A report, originally composed for Phillip II, depicts a
Tlaxcalteca cacique ministering with a bible and a rosary to the Zunis
during the 1542 Coronado expedition (Acuña 1984).
The discovery of and exploitation of silver deposits in northern México became a priority for the viceroyalty, but there was no fully residential
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population to exploit them. In 1591, four hundred families from Tizatlán,
Tepeticpac, Ocotelulco, and Quiahuiztlán were sent to found communities throughout the Gran Chichimeca, including Nueva Tlaxcala de
Saltillo, Durango, Aguascalientes, Coahuila, Zacatecas, Nuevo León,
and San Luis Potosí. A surviving census bears testimony to the degree
with which they still valued their Nahua identities, with names like
Diego and Isabel Quauhtli, Miguel and María Mixcóatl, Juachín and
Isabel Ocelotl, and Bartolomeo and María Coatl. The Tlaxcalteca who
subsequently settled in Santa Fe, New Mexico, founded the barrio of
Analco, where the church dedicated to San Miguel is regarded as the
earliest Christian sanctuary in the United States. Significantly, when
one “googles” San Miguel Analco today, one is directed to a barrio of
Nativitas, Tlaxcala, where San Miguel was believed to have made his first
miraculous appearance as patron saint of Tlaxcala. Although Tlaxcalteca
settlements have not been documented to the same extent, they were
soon joined by other Eastern Nahua, Mixtec, and Zapotec families, who
founded settlements in the north. For example, Mixtec and Zapotec populations from Oaxaca moved to Salvatierra, Guanajuato, and, with the
opening of the silver mines, San Luis Potosí, while the barrio of Atrisco
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, is named for the former Eastern Nahua
kingdom of Atlixco, Puebla.
Having been engaged through trade with the peoples of the Gran
Chichimeca since the thirteenth century, the Tlaxcalteca in particular
acted as intermediaries, by negotiating treaties for routes of transport,
forming militias for protection, and establishing communities to facilitate
permanent settlement of the hunting and foraging populations (McEnroe
2012, 2014). This was largely accomplished by developing mutualistic relationships, not unlike those that had been established by their ancestors
centuries before. In return, the viceroyalty extended rights that were
equivalent to those of Spanish colonists. The Tlaxcalteca were entitled to
ride horses, carry firearms, own cattle, and manage oxcart trains. They
negotiated their own trade agreements with the Pueblo populations and
intermarried but maintained their Nahua identity. Náhuatl, an Uto-Aztecan language related to many Chichimeca languages, including Tepehuan, Tarahumara, Papago, Pima, and Hopi, was used as a lingua franca.
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The Tlaxcalteca continued to write their wills and testaments in Náhuatl
as late as the eighteenth century. When called on to testify before viceroyal officials, Chichimec caciques and gobernadores communicated with
government officials through Nahuatlacos, Náhuatl translators in Mexico
City, indicating that this had become the common language of social
exchange on the northern frontier (Kessell 2002, 140–41).
Eastern Nahuas, Mixtecs, and Zapotecs introduced the European
economy to the pueblos of the southwestern United States, where sheep
raising and wool blanket weaving, as well as metal working, were combined with traditions in polychrome ceramic that extended back to the

A popular tourist postcard of 1922 portrays a Chimayó, New Mexico, weaver producing a Saltillo
serape. The tradition was introduced by pioneering Eastern Nahua populations, along with
sheep and the production of wool. It then influenced local indigenous traditions, such as those
of the Navajos. Early serapes preserved in museum collections are woven in precious materials
reflective of the ancient palace economy of southern México. Thread was produced from gold
and priceless cochineal dye, supplied by the Mixtec and Zapotec cacicazgos of Oaxaca, probably
through their pioneering populations, who settled first in Guanajuato and later in northern
México beginning as early as the mid-sixteenth century. Textile production and its raw materials
had value equivalencies in the manufacture of jewelry as well. For example, a Santo Domingo
Pueblo necklace of shell and green stone, preserved in the collections of the Amerind Foundation
in Dragoon, Arizona, was valued at two hundred sheep when it was acquired in 1924. (From the
author’s collection)
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fourteenth century, when Pueblo peoples moved south to found Paquime
and to engage the city-states of the Aztatlán tradition in Sinaloa, Nayarit,
Jalisco, and, by coastal trade, Oaxaca (Pohl 2001; Mathiowetz 2011).3
Acting as mediators between Spanish and Indian officials, the Tlaxcalteca opened turquoise and copper mines, despite these materials
making little direct contribution to the broader imperial economy, which
was rooted in silver and gold. What had once been a pre-Columbian
palace-based economy, which linked the southwestern United States to
southern México, was transformed into the frontier economy of New
Spain. Feasts so critical to the exchange of goods continued to be celebrated, with an annual ritual calendar shared between Pueblo Indian
rituals and Eastern Nahua rituals, such as the Danza de Matachines, first
sponsored by the Tlaxcalteca (McEnroe 2009; Harris 2000). Significant
landscape features throughout northern México and the southwestern
United States were given Nahua names and endowed with Nahua spirit
forces, such as Moctezuma and Malinche, and myths associated with the
legends of conquest were performed in the dances, the traditional way of
constructing a Nahua territorial narrative. It is surely no coincidence that
the identification of Chicomoztoc, the legendary Tolteca-Chichimeca
place of origin, eventually became associated with each of the major
silver-mining regions as they were discovered, from San Luis Potosí to
Zacatecas (Levin Rojo 2014).4
It seems that Eastern Nahuas saw themselves as having originated in
the north in pre-Hispanic times and now as simply returning to it (McEnroe 2012, 127). While caciques throughout southern México sent populations to invest their labor in lucrative viceregal frontier enterprises, like the
mining industry, it is equally notable that many of the strategies adopted
by the leaders of indigenous revolts mirror comparable Eastern Nahua,
Mixtec, and Zapotec millenarian movements as well. Among the captives
whom Governor Antonio de Otermín interrogated to determine how the
1680 Pueblo Revolt had been so effectively planned were two messengers
from Tesuque, who stated that the revolt was being directed by a representative of Pohe-yemu, a deity closely associated, if not actually equated,
with Moctezuma in Pueblo religious stories. Another captive whom Otermín interrogated was Pedro Naranjo, an eighty-year-old resident of San
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Felipe Pueblo (Hackett 1942, 245–49). Naranjo said that the insurrection
had been planned for many years, and that the Pueblos, who spoke five
separate languages, communicated through pictographs painted on deer
hides or what sound like southern Mexican codices. Naranjo identified
the leader as a resident of San Juan Pueblo named Popé and related how
the sorcerer was directed by three fiery demons associated with a sacred
underground place of origin, Lake Copala (Simmons 1980, 130)
A little more than a century earlier, disaffected caciques across the
plain of Puebla found themselves threatened by the seemingly limitless
powers of the encomenderos (conquistadores and others given lands
for their services to the Crown). When their appeals to the Franciscans
to intercede proved ineffectual, they began to engage with indigenous
priests who were calling for insurrection. Martin Ocelotl was the son of
a pre-Hispanic Eastern Nahua merchant and a renowned sorceress of
Oaxaca. Following the conquest, Ocelotl became a wealthy entrepreneur, who organized trading ventures from Tlaxcala to Guatemala and
amassed a considerable fortune through his dealings with the most powerful caciques in southern México. Eventually he began to advocate for
a return to the traditional ways of life by holding festivals in honor of the
patron god Camaxtli-Mixcóatl, who had led the first Chichimec tribes
out of the caves of Chicomoztoc. He then began to incite the caciques to
insurrection by claiming that two demons had appeared to him, warning
of a great famine that would ravage the countryside and eventually lead
to the overthrow of the Spaniards. Ocelotl was captured, and he died
shortly after his trial and conviction. He was then succeeded by his followers, including Andrés Mixcóatl and Juan Coatl, among others who
carried on the sorcerer’s vision well into the seventeenth century, when
the Pueblos began to agitate for revolt in the north, using many of the
same strategies (Pohl 1994a, 106–108). The Spanish administration had
much to fear from these prophecies. In 1550, an armed revolt erupted in
Coatlan, a cacicazgo of mixed Nahua, Mixtec, and Zapotec populations
in Oaxaca, after indigenous leaders mobilized their people with a prophecy of the return of the god Quetzalcóatl. The revolt was only suppressed
after two years of fighting and a considerable loss of life (Pohl, Fields, and
Lyall 2012, 45).
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The fact that Copala, the place associated with Popé’s demons, is the
Náhuatl for “place of copal,” a tree resin incense essential to Nahua ritualism, is certainly significant as well as the fact that Popé’s associates,
like Alonso Catití, were identified as being coyote, a viceregal casta term
for persons of mixed Mexican Indian and Pueblo Indian ancestry on the
northern frontier. Some of these individuals would have been the descendants of disaffected Tlaxcalteca who had participated in the Coronado
campaign but chose to remain behind in 1542 (Castañeda de Nájera 2002).
Other Tlaxcalteca had been recruited by Juan de Oñate, from among the
original four hundred families who had been sent to pioneer the northern
frontier in 1591. Following the Acoma revolt of 1598, Governor Oñate
punished the Acoma population with mutilations and slavery sentences
for hundreds. Appalled by these ruthless acts, one faction of Tlaxcalteca
moved away to join the Zuni Pueblo (Pérez de Villagrá 1992). In fact,
Otermín’s informant, Pedro Naranjo, may have been of Tlaxcalteca or
Tepeyacac Puebloan ancestry (Chávez 1967).
The causes for the Pueblo Revolt were complex. Spanish rule was
severe and largely directed by administrators motivated more by the
prospect of quick profit than by fostering long-term economic, political,
and social development strategies. By the 1660s, Franciscan missionary
efforts were increasingly directed against indigenous religious beliefs as
well. Dances were forbidden, and hundreds of sacred objects, including
masks and ritual dress, were seized and burned in their efforts to eliminate what they saw as the pagan kachina “cult.” Pueblo Indian populations had dwindled by more than half since Oñate had established the
first settlements in New Mexico, largely because of disease and famine.
Much of the misfortune had been caused by the introduction of Spanish
systems of governance and economy, intended to facilitate the direction
of indigenous labor and taxation. Although they lived in multistory
dwellings and used systems of intensive agriculture that supported dense
populations, Pueblo communities could never function in the same way
as the congregaciones that characterized the cacicazgos of southern México, nor were they intended to.
Pueblos had to be far more flexible in the arid environment of the
American Southwest, using both terrace and canal systems, each in
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different ways year by year, to take advantage of scarce or inconstant
water resources over widely dispersed areas of cultivation. Agricultural intensification on the level of what had evolved in Mesoamerica
was nearly impossible to maintain over the long term, and when faced
with regional degradation in climate, Pueblos would simply relocate to
more favorable areas, which made them difficult to govern. The introduction of livestock, on the other hand, would have far more dramatic
consequences (Liebmann 2014). Pueblo settlements could function
effectively only with the support of tribal hunting populations, through
interdependent systems of mutualism that enabled both groups to enjoy
a level of prosperity unavailable to any one group using any single strategy alone. Decreasing agricultural production with the reduction in
Pueblo population, together with the introduction of livestock among
both indigenous and Spanish settlements, left hunting tribes with little alternative but to take what they needed from settlements through
raiding. Having fought a protracted war against the Chichimec tribes
of northern México throughout the sixteenth century, the viceroyalty
now found themselves facing an even more formidable threat. With
the introduction of the horse, entirely new forms of tribal organization
emerged among the Comanches, Apaches, and Navajos, who dominated
the surrounding wilderness and could attack at virtually any time with
impunity.
The need for increased protection led to demands for a frontier army
(Chartrand 2011, 14; Naylor and Polzer 1986). By the 1780s, militia units
across North America had grown from a few hundred to more than eighteen thousand men. At first the viceroyalty required that these troops be
drawn largely from the Spanish population, being apprehensive of the
loyalties of mestizo or Indian casta troops. When they realized that they
lacked sufficient numbers, however, individuals simply identified themselves as Spanish on the rolls to fulfill the requirement, which in effect signaled the end of casta identification on the frontier, since these men were
also the heads of households (Gutierrez 2014; Restall 2005). Eventually
a sizable and stable community of mixed-race people with no claims of
being either Amerindian or Spanish appeared and would contribute enormously to the spirit of self-determination underlying the Independence
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movement of 1810. Nevertheless, many northern families continued to
conduct their personal affairs, such as the composition of wills, in Náhuatl
(Offutt 2001).
By the nineteenth century, the indigenous identities of southern
México became subsumed under both the “Spanish” and the Pueblo
populations, the latter having withdrawn into their traditional territories
after securing treaties with the viceroyalty that would ensure much of
their autonomy. While some tribes like the Comanches and Apaches
continued to raid both Spanish and Pueblo settlements, other tribes like
the Navajos began to act as intermediaries, adopting a semisedentary
existence to become sheepherders as well as traders with the tribes of
the Great Plains. In so doing, they promoted the traditional economy in
textiles, polychrome ceramic, shell, turquoise, and eventually silver continue to flourish, until by the end of the nineteenth century, the Santa Fe
railway was introducing tens of thousands of Atlantic American tourists
to the art and craftwork fashioned by Navajo as well as Zuni, Hopi, and
Río Grande Pueblo artisans.
Today, markets such as the Santa Fe Indian Market showcase work
from about 1,200 leading American Indian artists. The market features
pottery, jewelry, textile weavings, painting, sculpture, beadwork, basketry, and other traditional work. The economic effect of the market
has been calculated at nearly $20 million. Artists display their work
in booths around the Santa Fe town plaza and adjacent streets, selling
directly to the general public. To participate, all artists must provide
proof of enrollment in a federally recognized tribe, and their work must
meet strict quality and authentic materials standards. When the Santa
Fe railway partnered with the National Mexican railway to open México to American tourism, Mexican secretary of public education José
Vasconcelos Calderón used the American Indian market model to foster
Indigenismo programs, by which indigenous communities in Puebla
and Oaxaca elevated craft production in ceramics, textile weaving, and
jewelry production to pre-Columbian levels of sophistication. Today,
increased production and sophistication in ceramic, textile, and jewelry
arts are fueled not only by tourism but also by accelerated demand to
stock the shelves of chain stores like Cost Plus and Pier 1, not to mention
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the lobbies of Marriot, Hilton, and so many other hotels who display
such works for the ambiance of authentic indigenous craftsmanship.
The new prosperity has in turn reinvigorated many traditional social
and political forms, as southern Mexican communities perceive tremendous value in promoting their indigenous identity (Stephen 1993). This
has reactivated many ritual forms. The stakes are high, and families rely
on kin group endogamy to maintain production standards; to monopolize access to resources, such as dyes, wool, clay sources, and so forth;
and to brand specific forms and styles. Bridewealth exchanges between
families are evaluated by the truckload, returning the significance of this
form of exchange to values equivalent to those of the palace economies of
the pre-Columbian past. Aspirants to high office in the Zapotec weaving
community of Teotitlán compete for the privilege of feast sponsorship
through Guelaguetza, dancing for days at a time while wearing ritual
dress that can demand months of production time and cost thousands
of dollars to produce. Comparable processes of social empowerment
are documented for the U.S. Southwest, not to mention the Mata Ortiz
phenomenon, a revitalization of the Paquime tradition of Chihuahua as
well.5
The Aztecs continue to dominate our perspective of cultural dynamics during the postclassic period. The Aztec identity is recognized as
an essential part of the national identity of México as well as that of the
Chicano indigenous movement in the United States. Yet if all Mexican
citizens can point to their flag and their magnificent monuments and
therefore claim official Aztec heritage, what is the status of the millions
of people of actual Indian heritage who continue to live on traditional
lands, preserve so many of their customs, and speak more than twenty-five indigenous languages? The fact is that the Aztec Empire was only
part of the story of cultural development in the Mexican highlands prior
to the Spanish conquest. While the fall of Tenochtitlan in 1521 may have
signaled the official end of one Indian civilization, it heralded the rise
of another, whose legacy continued throughout the colonial period and
persists to the present day.
As we walked back down the street from the church of San Miguel to
the central plaza of Santa Fe, Kurly Tlapoyawa remarked, “I recently spoke
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The poster for a 2013 conference on transnationalism and indigenous rights held at the University
of California, San Diego, depicts a group of indigenous women of Oaxaca. There are more than
a million and a half Nahua speakers, five hundred thousand Mixtec speakers, and five hundred
thousand Zapotec speakers, together with fifteen other different language groups living in México
and the United States. These peoples maintain dual identities as both national and indigenous
citizens on both sides of the border today, just as they have for a millennium. (From author’s
collection; permission for publication courtesy of the Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies, University
of California, San Diego)

to a relative who claims the Spanish ancestry of New Mexico, and I asked
him how he knew he was Spanish. He told me it’s because his family has
the names of the cities in Spain from which they originated. When I asked
him if he knew one of the cities, he said, Acatzinco!” Kurly and I both
smiled at the irony in this. Acatzinco was a powerful Eastern Nahua–Mixtec kingdom of the plain of Puebla, closely allied with both Cholula and
Tlaxcala. That a New Mexican family of today would advocate a Spanish
heritage, while preserving the identity of an indigenous cacicazgo of southern México as their place of origin, bears testament to the enduring vitality
of the millennial legacy of transnational indigenous history that continues
to characterize both the United States and México today.
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NOTES
1. This work benefited greatly from discussions with several colleagues, including
Roberto Cantú, Alberto Diaz-Cayeros, Xόchitl Flores Marcial, Janine Gasco,
Daniela Gutierrez, Timothy Knab, Stephen Lekson, Dana Leibsohn, Matthew
Liebmann, Michael Mathiowetz, Sean McEnroe, Ronald Spores, Lynn Stephen, David Wilcox, Kurly Tlapoyawa, and Danny Zborover.
2. As a result of marriage alliances, most of the kingdoms of the plain of Puebla
were composed of mixed Mixtec, Popolocan, and Nahua populations, while
the kingdoms of the Valley of Oaxaca were composed of Zapotec, Mixtec, and
Nahua populations. Most of these peoples continue to reside on traditional
lands throughout the region today.
3. While Eastern Nahuas introduced wool through sheep raising, both gold and
cochineal were supplied by the Mixtec and Zapotec cacicazgos of Oaxaca,
probably through their pioneering populations, who settled first in Guanajuato
and later northern México, beginning as early as the mid-sixteenth century.
4. The recounting of Chichimec origins during the sixteenth century in Nahua
pictorial maps and lienzos coincided with the discovery of major silver sources
in the north, suggesting that caciques were using the foundation legend to
establish traditional claims to the precious metal before sending pioneering
populations into the north to act as mediators with the Guachichiles, Caxcanes,
Pames, Tecuexes, Zacatecas, and Guamares, among other tribes of the Gran
Chichimeca.
5. Dances of the Conquest, or the Matachines, originated in both Tlaxcala and
Oaxaca during the 1520s. They represent a conflation of historical events, ranging from the commemoration of the Spanish Reconquista, the fall of Tenochtitlan, to wars between rival indigenous noble families during pre-Hispanic times.
In so doing, many of the characters, such as Moctezuma, Malinche, Cortés, and
Santiago, portrayed by the dancers may become syncretic indigenous beings
entirely separate from the historical personages for which they are named. By
the seventeenth century, much of Tlaxcala, Puebla, and Oaxaca had witnessed
a dramatic decline in population. European diseases like smallpox had taken its
toll, as had emigration to the northern provinces. Indigenous peoples of southern México resided in thousands of small villages socially and politically isolated
from the rest of the country, until the twentieth century, with the introduction
of the tourist economy under government-sponsored Indigenismo programs
and the return to levels of craft production that today nearly match those of the
late postclassic palace economies.
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Fading Traces, Contested Legacies
E nrique R. L amadrid

•

Tlaxcalans in New Mexico

S

everal generations of scholars have ardently debated the presence and
contributions of Tlaxcalan Natives in the early exploration and colonization of New Mexico. The master narratives of Mexican history had already
muddied the waters by scapegoating the Tlaxcalans as collaborators with the
Spanish Empire and traitors to the Nation, for the conquest of Mexico would
not have succeeded without their help. The Tlaxcalans were one of the key
indigenous groups of Mesoamerica to imagine and create a vision of the future
with themselves sharing center stage. An enduring paradigm of mestizo culture
emerged from Tlaxcala that held true to its core indigenous values. From their
ancestral homeland east of the great volcanoes above Mexico City, their cultural influence soon spread far to the north, including Zacatecas, Nueva Vizcaya, Nuevo México, and Texas.
After the consolidation of the historic alliance between Tlaxcala and Spain,
and the defeat of the Mexica (Aztecs) in Tenochtitlán in 1521, the Spanish Crown
expressed its deep gratitude in a number of ways in subsequent decades. Before
embarking on the great enterprise of colonizing the Gran Chichimeca, the vast
arid region of northern New Spain, the alliance was renewed with the Capitulaciones de 1591 between Tlaxcala and Viceroy Luis de Velasco II.
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Capitulaciones del virrey Luis de Velasco
con la ciudad de Tlaxcala para el envío de
cuatrocientas familias a poblar en tierra
de chichimecas, 1591. Image courtesy
Mexico: Achivo General de la Nación
México, D.F. Tierras, vol. 2956, exp. 99, fs.
198-199v.

This much celebrated pact confirmed the rights and privileges of the illustrious
native allies: the guarantee that “they and their descendants be hidalgos in perpetuity”; the legal protection of their barrios and lands, both inhabited and uninhabited; the protection of their agricultural fields and major and minor livestock; the
annulment of tributes, taxes, levies, and obligations of personal service; the right
to ride horses with saddles and carry arms; and the exercise of self-government in
the form of mandato or decree, in accord with their rights and obligations.1
The departure of four hundred families for the north in June of 1591 marks what
historians and anthropologists have called the “Tlaxcalan Diaspora.”2 Since then
both allied groups have celebrated the event in triumphalist spirit. The Lienzo
de Tlaxcala, which records their history on cloth in pictographic form, omitted
the initial resistance to the army of Hernán Cortez, to extol more significantly
the collaborations and victories that followed. On the Spanish side, the chronicles
of expeditions of exploration and colonization exaggerated the deeds of Spanish
protagonists without major recognition of the significant contributions of their
indigenous allies, or identification of their particular ethnicities.
The scarcity of documentation of the Tlaxcalan presence in the Spanish colonial project in New Mexico in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries is due not
only to those omissions but to the destruction of all the documents archived in
Santa Fe during the Pueblo Rebellion of 1680. The controversies between historians emerge from that documentary vacuum.
In the expedition of Francisco Vásquez de Coronado of 1540–1542, the majority
of native troops were Mexicas and Tarascans.3 The archival search for documents
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La historia de Tlaxcala y su contribución a lo mexicano, by Desiderio
Hernández Xochitiotzin. Begun in 1957, in the State Government Palace
of Tlaxcala; image courtesy Enrique Lamadrid.

Lienzo de Tlaxcala, c. 1585. Cortez Malinche and King
Xicoténcatl; image courtesy Nettie Lee Benson Collection,
University of Texas at Austin.

since then has not yielded much more than a brief list of Tlaxcalan individuals
who distinguished themselves with their artisanal talents or their military and
ecclesiastical service. Scholarship has uncovered that appreciable numbers of
un-named Tlaxcalan settlers accompanied the Spanish settlers in the colonization
of the north and the pacification of the south, notably Guatemala.4
The first generation of North American historians commonly based their
research on New Mexico on an extrapolation from more-complete archives of
the foundational documents of the pueblos, villas, and ciudades of the Camino
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Real de Tierra Adentro. If a person was identified as a “Mexican Indian,” historians concluded that he or she was probably Tlaxcalan.5 That ethnic label could
just as well have been a simplification of the ethnic diversity of people and communities in the regions of New Spain’s northern frontier.
By the end of the sixteenth century, the ethnic composition of the Indian
barrios was more homogenous than in subsequent decades. Zacatecas, the city
of don Juan de Oñate, had at least five barrios of Christian Indians: Tlacuitlapan de los Tlaxcaltecas; Mexicalpa de los Mexica; Niño Jesús de los Texcocanos; San José de los Tarascos; and Tonalá Chepinque de los Tarascos. The first
three were home to Náhuatl speakers from the central valley of Mexico, and the
others were Purépecha speakers from Michoacán. In the following decades the
ethnic boundaries between these groups disappeared as the population mixed.
By the time of don Juan de Oñate’s expedition settled in New Mexico in 1598, the
ethnicity of sizable groups of the “indios mexicanos” who accompanied them
is unknown.6
At the new capital of Santa Fe, from its foundation in 1609–1610, the Natives
established the Barrio de Analco de San Miguel on the south bank of the river
opposite the Villa de Santa Fe de San Francisco. In the Náhuatl language of the
Mexican Indians who lived there the settlement was a tlaxilacaltin (an integral
sector of the altepetl, or new territory) linked to the villa for its defense and support. The Spanish term barrio by definition implied a certain marginalization.
According to its Arabic etymology, barri was an extramural settlement just outside a walled city. Across New Spain, several analogous barrios were founded,
some with their own names and others named Analco as well, notably in Villa
Alta in Oaxaca, Guadalajara, and Durango, the closest city to Santa Fe on the
Camino Real.7
In his genealogical study of the founding families of New Mexico, richly
complemented by recent archival studies by José Antonio Esquibel in Santa
Fe and Tomás Hillerkuss in Zacatecas, Fray Angélico Chávez denied the existence of a Tlaxcalan colony in Analco.8 According to his criterion, the generic
term Mexican Indians in the documents only indicates that their inhabitants
were from the south and spoke Náhuatl. There were various groups of Náhuatl
speakers—Mexicas, Tlatelolcans, Texcocans, Tlaxcalans, Caxcanes, and people
of other ethnicities—who used Náhuatl as a lingua franca.
The first document that mentions Analco de San Miguel de Santa Fe is the
Memorial of Fray Alonso de Benavides written in 1630. He notes that the villa
and its barrio contained three hundred Spanish and mestizos with seven hundred
Indians “in their service.” The great majority of these Natives were free and lived
close by, on the other side of the river from the villa.9 The unpublished revision in
1634 reveals even more detail. In this documentary desert, historians are obligated
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to scrutinize existing texts and read between the lines to surmise who is who.
The letter of Gov. Antonio de Otermín that describes the siege of Santa Fe in
1680 has received ample attention. Other narratives on the same topics emerged
over the years, among them Juan de Villagutierre Soto-Mayor’s “Historia de la
conquista, pérdida y restauración de el Reyno y Provincias de la Nueba Mexico
en la América Septentrional” from 1701 in ten manuscript volumes.10 There is
always the hope of new discoveries of soldier’s diaries and letters, and forgotten
reports. To date, however, there has been no exit from this blind and silent alley.
In 1964 the young graduate student Marc Simmons dared to contest the
famous denial of Fray Angélico. In great detail, Simmons enumerated all the
mentions of Tlaxcalans as groups or as named individuals that he had gleaned
from a few documents. In his still-unsurpassed article, he summarizes the different roles the Tlaxcalans played in their great diaspora. In the Spanish colonial enterprise they were colonizers formally established near the missionary
centers, where they served as teachers of agriculture and role models to the
neophyte Natives; free laborers in the mining regions; auxiliary soldiers; and
servants and individual assistants to Spanish explorers and missionaries going
to the north.11
Simmons concludes that Tlaxcalans must have comprised a majority of the
inhabitants of the Barrio de Analco de San Miguel. He cites a Franciscan report,
written by a group in 1693, which mentions “the chapel of San Miguel that
before [the Rebellion of 1680] served as the parish for the Tlaxcalan Indians.”12
The article also notes a twentieth-century Franciscan historian who concluded
in 1934 that on the basis of other documents the inhabitants of the barrio on the
other side of the river from Santa Fe in 1680 were Tlaxcalans.13
Few Tlaxcalan families returned to New Mexico with the Reconquest led
by don Diego de Vargas in 1693. What was left of the Tlaxcalan identity was
submerged in an emergent group of genízaros, Hispanicized Indians of various ethnic groups who populated Analco de San Miguel in the last decades of
the eighteenth century. The same process of transformation and submersion is
found in all the other Tlaxcalan settlements of northern New Spain in which
“the Indians became Mexicans.”14 In México Profundo, Guillermo Bonfil Batalla
identifies the same process of de-indigenization in all of the Mexican nation.15
Some researchers have even suggested a kind of “fantasy heritage” stemming from the Tlaxcalan presence in New Mexico and based on legend and the
famous map of Santa Fe drawn by Joseph de Urrutia in 1766, with its suggestive
and curious entry: “E . . . Town or Barrio of Analco which owes its origin to the
Tracaltecas [sic] that accompanied the first Spaniards that came with the Conquest of this Kingdom.”16
Archaeologists Elizabeth Oster and James Hare, who were involved in the
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Plan de Santa Fe, Nuevo México, José de Urrutia, 1766. Detail of Barrio Analco and San
Miguel Church south of the Santa Fe River, image courtesy British Library Add. Ms 17662 M.
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latest archaeological studies of the chapel of San Miguel (2004 and 2006), claim
that the criteria of the cartographer Urrutia was motivated even then by nostalgia for a Native culture that was already absent in the Santa Fe that he knew.17
The same nostalgia could have motivated don Benjamín Read, a nuevomexicano historian in Santa Fe, in his Historia Ilustrada de Nuevo México of 1911, in
which he published a spurious legend on the earliest founding of Analco/Santa
Fe by a group of Spanish and Tlaxcalans who were separated from the Coronado Expedition of 1540–1542. The story describes their flight to the sheltered
valley of the ruined Tewa Pueblo of “Shell Bead Waters” to begin a new life.18
Santa Fe de San Francisco was later built on the site. Historians have discredited
the legend as an exceptionalist invention and tourist promotion to ensure the
fame of the chapel of San Miguel de Analco as “the oldest in the United States,”
right next door to “the oldest house,” near the “oldest plaza.”
In the final decades of the twentieth century, Chicano poets followed the
same path of longing in their praise of the mestizo heritage. The poem “Barrio
de Analco” by Francisco X. Alarcón declares:19

The adobes
of the oldest barrio
in this nation
speak Náhuatl:

the backbone
the muscle
the true hands
of the empire

Analco
Analco-“On the Other Side
of the River”

on the thick walls
of San Miguel-the oldest church
in this new land

El Palacio Real
was established
on the north side
of the Río de Santa Fe

I can still hear
your prayers
half in Náhuatl
half in Spanish

the south flank was
the place assigned
where la Raza
had to live

were you aware
that going north
you were returning
to Chicomóztoc

the Tlaxcalans
the Indian allies
the servants
the mestizos

the mythical land
of the Seven Caves-the original homeland
of the Nahua people?
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These are your fields
the old irrigation ditches
you cleaned
every Spring

these are the pots
that still know
your tasty recipies
for home cooking

these are the floors
you swept daily
the beams that
gave you shelter

the whole city
is an outgrowth
of your own
Mestizo dreams

In view of the limitations of extant historical documents, the exit from the
blind alley has come from the interdisciplinary methodologies of ethnohistory. The long-term projects of Angel Palerm, Tomás Martínez Saldaña, and
their colleagues have been very productive.20 Lacking a more robust documentary trail, they found other sources of information indicating that the
Tlaxcalan Diaspora was supported by the monetary explosion that followed
the success of sixteenth-century mining. The large-scale extraction and transport of silver required new systems of agricultural production to feed miners,
soldiers, and freighters.
Loyal allies and exemplary agriculturalists, the Tlaxcalans took charge of the
adaptation of Mesoamerican agriculture to the deserts of the north. Thus, additional evidence of their presence stems from their agricultural legacy, which
is revealed by ethnobotanical methodologies and genetic testing. In terms of
social organization, Catholic religious confraternities observed ritual calendars
organized around agricultural cycles and managed communal lands and water
resources through acequias and their governance.21
Another line of research follows the evolution and dissemination of design
elements in the artisanal textiles that left Tlaxcala and were developed in Saltillo,
and were taken by official contract to New Mexico, where the designs took
root.22 Like the Eye of God, the brilliant central diamond design of these textiles keeps multiplying, watching over, and warming its people, in their places
of origin, as well as with new groups like the Diné (Navajo), who also embraced
them, as well as the sheep that provided the wool for yarn.
Other traces of Mesoamerican cultural heritage are found in popular speech,
which overflow with Nahuatlisms and Náhuatl place names such as Analco and
Atrisco; in gastronomy with a new constellation of flavors based on favorite
varieties of chile, both fresh and sun-dried; and in a cycle of feasts and rituals
expressing themes of conquest and resistance, agriculture, and the blessings of
water. Cultural memory also has its somatic dimension in the performances of
actors and dancers on the plazas. The documentation of feasts and rituals all
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Blanket in Saltillo style with
borders, c. 1900. Commercial
yarns: cotton warp, wool weft, 68
x 35 in. Museum of New Mexico
Collections, MOIFA, Santa Fe,
A.64.20-3; image courtesy Miguel
Gandert, 1992.

along the Caminos Reales de Tierra Adentro and de los Tejas has made possible
a comparative analysis that outlines their cultural genealogy. However the question remains: How to link intangible cultural heritage to history?
Since Herodotus and Thucydides, the progenitors of western history, the goal
of history has been a critical investigation of the past and a search for causes and
the explanation of consequences. Through that “perpetual present,” in which
human experience unfolds, historian Benedetto Croce reached his famous conclusion that “all history is contemporary.”23 By nature, history responds to the
needs of the present. Without professional discipline and scientific corroboration, the phenomenon of historical fantasy emerges in its place, responding
more directly to collective and personal desire and the perennial pursuit and
construction of identity. In his book The Invention of Tradition, E. J. Hobsbawm
defines the phenomenon as “a cluster of practices . . . by nature symbolic or ritual, that propose to inculcate certain values and norms of comportment by repetition, that automatically implies a continuity with the past.”24
We finish this inquiry with a brief review of traditions, both imagined and
rooted, that complicate the project of tracing an authentic Tlaxcalan legacy in New
Mexico. The documentary silence is filled with voices in the twentieth century
and beyond. A series of cultural renaissances reclaims and celebrates various
cultural heritages linked to the colonial past of New Mexico. Some emerge
from the cycle of traditional feasts and others from civic celebrations, anniversaries, and commemorations. Each one deserves and has received in-depth
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Hispanophile Heritage, Santa Fe Fiesta, 2005.
Photographs by Miguel A. Gandert.

study. They are the legacy of Spanish triumphalism, the Neo-Aztec tradition,
the rediscovery of Crypto Judaism, and the genízaro legacy.
The legacy of Spanish triumphalism present in New Mexico dates to the territorial era of 1846–1912, which began with the military invasion of the United
States and ended with New Mexico’s incorporation as a state in the Union.
Although New Mexico had sufficient population to be admitted as a state in 1850
when Congress made it a territory, the political process of statehood dragged on
for more than half a century. Impatient with the long wait, territorial governors
such as L. Bradford Prince initiated a Hispanophilic discourse to distance the
New Mexican population from its Mexican past and promote its more-distant
Spanish colonial heritage. Being “sons of the conquistadors” was the best remedy to counter virulent American racism against Mexicans. Observing the same
phenomenon of “whitening” in California, journalist Carey McWilliams named
it “Spanish fantasy heritage.”25 The Coronado Quartocentennial of 1940 celebrated the bloody expedition of Francisco Vásquez de Coronado to New Mexico with no regrets or historical analysis. To this day, the parades of costumed
“conquistadors” in the Fiestas of Santa Fe are notorious for their ingenuous and
unabashed Spanish triumphalism.
With the Chicano movement of the 1970s, another notable fantasy heritage
was born with the arrival of the Neo-Aztecs. Although the pre- and post-conquest
codices, particularly the Florentine Codex, richly document the ceremonial costumes of the Aztecs, very little of their original music or choreography has survived. After the success of the Mexican Revolution in the early twentieth century,
the Mexican Ministry of Culture commissioned dance groups to fill the gaps in
their new cultural agenda. The Concheros dances revived the armadillo-shell
stringed instruments of colonial times and reinvented a Native tradition.26 Several decades later, groups of dancers broke away in search of pre-Hispanic forms
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Neo-Azteca Heritage, Guadalupe
Fiesta, Juárez, 1987. Photographs by
Miguel A. Gandert.

without “European contamination,” especially in stringed instruments. The new
Danza Azteca rejected the stringed instruments in favor of drums and aerophones.27 With their frenetic movements and minimal dress, these contemporary dancers scandalized the Concheros. North of the border, the Neo-Aztecs
created a cultural sensation for the Chicano movement. According to the participants in this cultural renaissance, their tradition dated to ancient times well
before the Spanish conquest.28 Their popularity erased the memory of the cultural legacy of those other Mesoamerican Natives, the Tlaxcalans and others,
who actually arrived in the north of New Spain.
In the 1980s, thanks to the cultural activism and research of New Mexico
state historian Stan Hordes, the legacy of Crypto Judaism was rediscovered in
New Mexico. In colonial times, large numbers of Jewish individuals and families
fled the Spanish Inquisition, seeking refuge in northern New Spain. Since they
could not reveal their devotions in public, they practiced them in private. In
fragmentary form, some devotions survived into the twentieth century, according to Hordes, as Hispanos once again gathered in synagogues in search of the
faith of their forebears. A heated debate between historians and anthropologists
has emerged over the legitimacy and authenticity of this cultural renaissance.
It is not so much a question of an invented tradition as it is an “imagined community,” according to the criteria of Benedict Anderson in his book of the same
name.29 Mexican Jews played an important role in the colonization and development of the same northern regions that the Tlaxcalans settled. These colonial
histories still have great resonance in the contemporary imagination.
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Crypto Jewish Heritage, Charlie
Sánchez Jr., Tomé, New Mexico,
2016. Photographs by Miguel A.
Gandert.

Morisma de Nuevo México, Chimayó, New Mexico, 1987. Photographs by Miguel
A. Gandert.

The last cultural tradition deeply linked to the colonial era is neither invention, nor renaissance, nor imagined community. In New Mexico and all the
regions of the north is found a double cycle of morismas y matachines (traditional
folk celebrations shared between indigenous, mestizo, and Spanish Mexican groups).30 The oldest is the morisma, the famous and many-faceted dramatic plays of Christians and Moors that address the themes of conquest and
reconquest dating to the eighth century in the Iberian Peninsula. The dances,
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Los Comanches, Alcalde, New Mexico 1989. Photographs by
Miguel A. Gandert.

Danzante de San Lorenzo,
Matachines de Bernalillo, New
Mexico, 1986. Photographs by
Miguel A. Gandert.

skirmishes, harangues, and pitched battles remind the participants of their
long cultural memory, which is as corporeal as it is cerebral. After the Conquest of Mexico, Cortez organized pageants of Moors and Christians in Tlaxcala to celebrate great victories in Europe and to demonstrate the superiority
of his arms and animals over those of the Indians or apostate enemies.31 Juan de
Oñate did the same in his entrada or entry into New Mexico eighty years later.
From the first contacts between Spaniards and Tlaxcalans, historical events
and cultural processes have been dramatized for political and ritual purposes.
The official transcripts of triumph and evangelization are contested with hidden transcripts of resistance and redemption. In New Mexico, the morismas were updated to substitute Moorish opponents with the new Comanche
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enemies of the eighteenth century.32 In Comanche dances, as in those of the
Matachines, the texts of the harangues and battle speeches become choreography—a play of symbols with profound histories behind them.
With a scarcity of documents, the Tlaxcalan legacy can be traced in the agriculture that they took to the north, the geometric imagination of their weavings, and a complex cultural heritage that keeps evolving to accommodate the
dreams and ambitions of their many descendants. What cannot be located in
paper and ink can be glimpsed in the fields, the kitchens, the looms, and the plazas of the north. These are the places in which the Tlaxcalan legacy is enacted
and memorialized.
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